- North Colesdale Park

1S

official name

- remarks by Mr. Hunter on the workings of a Hamlet
- the insurance is still carried by R.M.
- the deductible on anything built by hamlet is $250
- road grading is charged out as recorded on time sheets
- Mr. TornSorensen gave some insight as to what

1S

involved for Counsellors

- any work which is contracted must by approved by the R.M. counsellors
- Board meetings renumeration as a guideline is $20 per meeting up to
maximum $100 per year
- John Flowers nominated by Norm Watson
Seconded by Wilf Keen
- Bob Drever nominated by Jerry Coles
Seconded by Norm Watson
- Alf Johnson nominated by Hazel Watson
Seconded by Bev Drever
- Jerry Coles nominated by Bob Drever
Seconded by Alf Johnson
- Dwayne Glover nominated by Alf Johnson
Seconded by Bob Drever
- Alf Johnson - nominations cease

Counsellors which were elected were:
John Flowers, Bob Drever, Alf Johnson

(

Bob Drever
attended

opened meeting

by Bob Drever,

by reporting

Norm Watson

1.

Fire Protection

2.

Garbage

3.

Water lines on public reserve

on R.M. meeting

of March 30, 1987

and Jerry Coles.

and EMO at Strasbourg

disposal

site is open Fridays

and Saturdays

10:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.

the R.M. has no policy bur has to be okayed

by R.M.

Doug Hunter

explained

that the roads are maintained

by R.M. but snow removal

is done by snow clubs.
Weeds on main road cut and cleared
Garbage

is charged~3~00

per lot with building

The next annual meeting
Augus t 15. /f-r

by R.M.

was discussed.

It has to be between

June 15 and

(~

A copy of annual meeting

has to go to R.M. in regards

Water problem

suggested

discussed,

Lake water

to problems

or projects.

to come up public reserve

for all people.
Jerry Coles suggested
Otherwise

lot with well is available

water is available

Jerry Coles explained
Fishery

for sale for proper price.

at house for all.

proposed

marina

can not be developed

because

of

Regulations.

Norm Watson made motion road

1S

graded every time maintainer

comes by.

Passed by hand motion.
Norm Watson made a motion

to have garbage

paid thru Hamlet of Coledale

of $33.00 per foot with building

North by R.M.

Seconded by Dwayne Glover
Passed by hand motion.
Norm Watson proposed

a motion

leased to be followed
Seconded

up by the committee.

by W. Kerr

All in favor
Norm Watson adjou~ned

that Jerry Coles well can be purchased

meeting.

or

